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EFFECTS OF THE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN LPS AND BIM ON WORKFLOW IN TWO BUILDING DESIGN PROJECTS

Sheriz Khan¹, Patricia Tzortzopoulos²

ABSTRACT
Variability in design workflow causes delays and undermines the performance of building projects. As lean processes, the Last Planner System (LPS) and Building Information Modeling (BIM) can improve workflow in building projects through features that reduce waste. Since its introduction, BIM has had significant positive influence on workflow in building design projects, but these have been rarely considered in combination with LPS. This paper is part of a postgraduate research focusing on the implementation of LPS weekly work plans in two BIM-based building design projects to achieve better workflow. It reports on the interactions between lean principles of LPS and BIM functionalities in two building design projects that, from the perspective of an interaction matrix developed by Sacks et al. (2010a), promote workflow.
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INTRODUCTION
“The quest to reduce the negative impacts of variability and increase the reliability of workflow has led to the development of LPS for production planning and control” (Hamzeh et al., 2009: 166). BIM has also been developed with reducing variability in workflow in mind. Recent studies (for example, by Khanzode et al., 2006, and Sacks et al., 2010b) indicate that there are synergies between LPS and BIM, and that these synergies can effectively enhance the performance of building projects. Synergies between LPS and BIM can be exploited by building designers to achieve better workflow in building design projects (Bhatla et al., 2012). However, the interactions between LPS and BIM in building design projects are still largely unexplored. There is therefore a need to better understand how the combined application of LPS and BIM in the design stage of building projects can address lean principles, reduce waste and increase efficiency.

Sacks et al. (2010a) laid the groundwork for exploring interactions between lean principles and BIM functionalities. They developed an interaction matrix that practitioners and researchers may use to identify and exploit possible areas of
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interactions between the lean principles of systems like LPS and the functionalities of BIM. They arranged twenty-four prescriptive lean principles in columns and eighteen BIM functionalities in rows. They used index numbers to represent fifty-six areas of interactions, drawn directly from evidence from research and practice. The nature of the interaction in any cell may be positive, representing synergy between lean and BIM or negative where the use of BIM inhibits implementation of a lean principle.

It was not within the scope of this work to explore all fifty-six areas of interactions. Only some interactions believed to have positive influence on workflow were studied.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

The method adopted in this work was action research in which the researchers worked closely with building design practitioners at two architectural-engineering (AE) firms/ the aim was to replace their regular weekly task planning meetings with LPS weekly work plans (WWPs) through three four-week learning cycles in one of their BIM-based building design project. The focus of the action research studies was on workflow during the design development phase of a building design project—the phase in which the preliminary design model, created by the architect during the schematic design phase, was shared with other members of the multidisciplinary design team to be used as a starting point for their design tasks. Because these were trial implementations of LPS WWPs, the researchers facilitated an intensive WWP training workshop for the practitioners at each firm.

At the workshops, the researchers also introduced the practitioners to the interaction matrix developed by Sacks et al. (2010a). During the LPS WWP implementations, the researchers and the practitioners used the findings from the interaction matrix to assess the benefits of the interactions between the two lean principles (Reduce production variability and Reduce cycle time) and the seven BIM functionalities (Visualization of form, Rapid generation of design alternatives, Single information source, Automated clash checking, Automated generation of drawings and documents, Multi-user editing of a single discipline model, and Multi-user viewing of merged or separate multi-discipline models) that are believed to have the greatest impact on workflow when they interact positively.

At each WWP meeting, when the PPCs (Percentage Plan Complete) were determined, the practitioners were asked whether they observed any improvement in workflow that could be attributed to positive interactions between any of the two lean principles and any of the seven BIM functionalities applied during the week. The researchers made notes of their responses. At the end of the two action research studies, the practitioners were asked to complete a questionnaire and respond to an interview, designed to identify their overall assessment of the interactions. Evaluation criteria such as the usefulness and effectiveness of the LPS WWPs in practice were also used in this research. The two action research studies are detailed as follows.

**ACTION RESEARCH STUDY 1**

This study focused on the effects on workflow of the implementation of LPS WWPs during the design development phase of a $23.9 million, 160,000 square-foot, seven-
story hotel which was being designed by an architectural/engineering (AE) firm located in Melbourne, Florida, and which was to be built in Melbourne Beach, Florida, using the design-bid-build method of procurement. The study lasted sixteen weeks, from May to August, 2013. The building design team consisted of a project manager, an architect, two intern architects (IA), a structural engineer, a mechanical engineer, an electrical engineer, a plumbing engineer, four engineers-in-training (EIT), a BIM manager, and six BIM technicians.

The firm uses Autodesk Revit, Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis Professional, AutoCAD Structural Detailing, AutoCAD MEP, Autodesk Ecotect and Autodesk Navisworks to create, analyze and review 3D models, visualize building form and function, detect and resolve structural and MEP (mechanical, engineering and plumbing) clashes, and extract design and construction drawings from the 3D models. Architectural and structural models were linked using Revit, and the MEP engineers used Navisworks for clash detection of their 3D HVAC and plumbing models.

**ACTION RESEARCH STUDY 2**

This study focused on the effects on workflow of the implementation of LPS WWPs during the design development phase of a $13.6 million, 96,000 square-foot, six-story apartment which was being designed by an AE firm located in Fort Pierce, Florida, and which was to be built in Sebastian, Florida, using the design-bid-build method of procurement. The study lasted sixteen weeks, from July to October, 2013. The building design team consisted of a project manager, the architect, an IA, a structural engineer, a mechanical/electrical/plumbing (MEP) engineer, three EIT, a BIM manager, and five BIM technicians.

The firm uses Autodesk Revit, Autodesk Revit Structure, AutoCAD Structural Detailing, AutoCAD MEP, Autodesk Ecotect and Autodesk Navisworks to create, analyze and review 3D models, visualize building form and function, detect and resolve structural and MEP (mechanical, engineering and plumbing) clashes, and extract design and construction drawings from the 3D models. As in Action Research Study 1, architectural and structural models were linked using Revit, and the MEP engineers used Navisworks for clash detection of their 3D HVAC and plumbing models.

**WORKFLOW AT THE AE FIRMS**

The workflow at the two AE firms had been established over a number of years to effectively produce a set of high-quality, well-coordinated architectural, structural, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing drawings for building projects. The design process began with the architect, structural engineer and project manager conceptualizing the architectural form and structural system and then conveying the design to project engineers who follow through with structural, mechanical, electrical and plumbing system designs and drawings. BIM technicians created 3D models of the different building systems using sketches generated by the architect and engineers who accessed the models for review, quality assurance, quality control and communication with the client through 2D extractions of them. The workflow was based on the old 2D drawing paradigm which is yet to be completely replaced by a new 3D modeling paradigm.
**Current Design Management Style At The AE Firms**

Traditional project management practice lacks a mechanism to manage workflow (Howell, 2003). Both AE firms practise the traditional top-down form of design management, with a project management team, consisting of a project manager, the project architect, the project engineers and the BIM manager, developing schedules and pushing them down to the intern architects, engineers-in-training and BIM technicians to execute. The project management team held weekly task planning meetings similar to LPS WWP but characterized by informal conflict resolutions and commitments to accomplish tasks and focused on project planning rather than on production control. They pushed the schedule to project completion, thus devoting insufficient attention to the planning and control of design activities. In contrast, LPS pulls the schedule to production completion.

**LPS Implementation**

LPS WWPWs were implemented in three-action research learning cycles (see Figure 1), each cycle lasting four weeks. The WWP meetings were different from traditional weekly planning meetings in that, instead of management dictating a pre-conceived plan, the last planners (the architect and engineers) selected the tasks to be performed using a strict can-be-done filter in their selection. This ensured that only tasks from a workable backlog were scheduled (Ballard, 2000). The method avoided assignment of tasks that ought to be carried out, but which were hampered by unresolved constraints. PPCs and FRAs (Failure Reason Analyses) were conducted simultaneously during the WWP meetings. For each assignment not completed, a root cause analysis was done to prevent the problem from happening again (Ballard, 2000).

![Figure 1: The LPS WWP implemented in three learning cycles](image-url)
Please refer to Sacks et al. (2010a) for full descriptions of lean principles and BIM functionalities, which provided the framework for this work. This section presents an assessment of the benefits of the interactions between the two lean principles of LPS (highlighted in yellow in Figure 2) and the seven BIM functionalities (highlighted in green in Figure 2) selected for study by the researchers and the practitioners. The numbers in black represent explanations of interactions that were on the original interaction matrix; those in bold red represent explanations of interactions that emerged from the two action research studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lean Principles</th>
<th>BIM Functionalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduce product variability</td>
<td>Visualization of form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce cycle times</td>
<td>Rapid generation of design alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce inventory</td>
<td>Re-use of model data for predictive analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce changeover times</td>
<td>Single information source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use parallel systems</td>
<td>Automated clash checking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use pull systems</td>
<td>Automated generation of drawings and documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce cycle times</td>
<td>Multi-user editing of single-discipline model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce inventory</td>
<td>Multi-user viewing of merged or separate multi-discipline models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce batch sizes</td>
<td>Rapid generation and evaluation of multiple construction plan alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce changeover times</td>
<td>Ensure requirements flow-down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization of form</td>
<td>Pull system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid generation of design alternatives</td>
<td>Visualize production process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-use of model data for predictive analysis</td>
<td>Use parallel processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single information source</td>
<td>Use only reliable technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated clash checking</td>
<td>Ensure capability of production system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated generation of drawings and documents</td>
<td>Focus on concept selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-user editing of single-discipline model</td>
<td>Consider all options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-user viewing of merged or separate multi-discipline models</td>
<td>Cultivate an extended network of partners</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Lean/BIM Interaction Matrix (adapted from Sacks et al., 2010a)
1. **Visualization of Form**

According to the project managers, prior to implementing the LPS WWPs, it was difficult to coordinate the many different design disciplines during the design development phase because each design discipline had its own goals, priorities, agenda and meetings that put different demands and constraints on building design. LPS merged the regular weekly task planning meetings and the BIM coordination meeting into a single LPS WWP meeting attended by all the practitioners, enabling the project managers to better coordinate the various design disciplines. At the LPS WWP meetings, using the *Visualization of form* functionality of BIM, the practitioners were able to:

- Reduce the time taken for making design decisions and for making design changes by capturing the design requirements early in the design development process;
- Reduce production variability by capturing the building design in a 3D model that the clients could easily understand, thus improving communication with the clients and cutting down on the time taken for client decisions which affected overall design development time.

In both building design projects, therefore, the *Reduce cycle times* and *Reduce production variability* principles of LPS enhanced the *Visualization of form* functionality of BIM, corroborating Explanation 4 in the interaction matrix.

2. **Rapid Generation of Design Alternatives**

With LPS weekly work planning, collaboration within and between design disciplines happened earlier in the design development process. This collaboration, combined with the use of the Autodesk Navisworks, enabled practitioners to:

- Reduce cycle times by working concurrently and generating design alternatives rapidly early in the design development phase;
- Reduce production variability by honouring commitments to complete work by a certain time and by not keeping anyone from doing their work.

In both building design projects, therefore, the *Reduce cycle times* and *Reduce production variability* principles of LPS enhanced the *Rapid generation of design alternatives* functionality of BIM, corroborating Explanation 8 in the interaction matrix.

3. **Single Information Source**

In both building design projects, the pull effect of the LPS WWPs enhanced *Single information source* functionality of BIM with its parametric building modeling capability, enabling it to:

- Reduce cycle times by allowing the practitioners to make changes to the design at any time without low-value re-coordination and manual work checking, both of which are time-consuming, giving them more time to work on design and other high-value design problems;
- Reduce production variability by allowing the practitioners to do all of the building design and documentation concurrently instead of serially because design thinking was captured at the point of creation and embedded in the documentation as the work proceeded.
Greater concurrency can shorten project duration and this can be achieved by getting early information from precedent activities especially in the design phase (Chua et al., 2008). In both building design projects, therefore, the *Reduce cycle times* and *Reduce production variability* principles of LPS enhanced the *Single information source* functionality of BIM, corroborating Explanation 11 in the interaction matrix.

4. **AUTOMATED CLASH CHECKING**

The engineers in both building design projects were able to:

- Reduce cycle times by using Autodesk Navisworks to check for and resolve clashes in their 3D HVAC and plumbing models which, if they done manually would have been very time-consuming;
- Reduce production variability by being in the same place at the same time (WWP meeting) checking for and resolving clashes in their models and not doing them separately as they did before implementing LPS.

In both building design projects, therefore, the *Reduce cycle times* and *Reduce production variability* principles of LPS enhanced the *Automated clash checking* functionality of BIM, corroborating Explanations 12 and 22 in the interaction matrix.

5. **AUTOMATED GENERATION OF DRAWINGS AND DOCUMENTS**

The architects in both building design projects were able to:

- Reduce cycle times by automatically generating from 3D models drawings in 2D for review by entitlement agencies and in 3D and in colour, rendered for non-technical people like the clients. It would have taken a long time to do these manually;
- Reduce production variability by ensuring that all the information for generating the drawings and documents were contained in the models produced by the engineers.

Moreover, BIM software such as Autodesk Revit Structure, Autodesk Ecotect and Autodesk Navisworks all enabled collaborative design, reducing cycle times and production variability for building design through quick turn-around of structural, thermal, and lighting performance analyses and of evaluation of conformance to design requirements.

In both building design projects, therefore, the *Reduce cycle times* and *Reduce production variability* principles of LPS enhanced the *Automated generation of drawings and documents* functionality of BIM, corroborating Explanations 22, 53 and 54 in the interaction matrix.

6. **MULTI-USER EDITING OF A SINGLE DISCIPLINE MODEL**

In both building design projects, at least two BIM technicians were working on the architectural design model at the same time. One might be working on the floor plans while the other might be working on the reflected ceiling plans. One might be working on the elevations while the other might be working on the building sections. Two or more CAD technicians might also be working on a structural or mechanical or electrical or plumbing model simultaneously. When design was done in parallel on different parts with 2D CAD, substantial time was used to integrate and coordinate the different parts. BIM automatically integrated and coordinated the different model
This parallel editing of the same model at different workstations with the BIM capability to lock elements edited at each workstation helped to distribute the workload evenly, reduce time cycles and reduce production variability.

In both building design projects, therefore, the *Reduce cycle times* and *Reduce production variability* principles of LPS enhanced the *Multi-user editing of a single discipline model* functionality of BIM, corroborating Explanation 36 in the interaction matrix.

7. **Multi-User Viewing Of Merged Or Separate Multi-Discipline Models**

In both projects, the architects and engineers created their designs with intelligent objects. Regardless of how many times the design changed—or who changed it—the data remains consistent, coordinated, and more accurate across all design disciplines. The architects and engineers used these model-based designs as the basis for new, more efficient collaborative workflows that give all stakeholders a clearer vision of the project and increased their ability to make more informed decisions faster. Model-based coordination, including clash detection, between the various design disciplines was automatic and was done in a fraction of the time required for coordination using 2D CAD. Moreover, the two AE firms had all their design disciplines under one roof, so coordination, communication and collaboration was a cinch. Direct delivery of information removed waiting time and helped the architects and engineers in both building design projects to reduce cycle times and production variability in their search for the most appropriate solution to the design problem.

In both building design projects, therefore, the *Reduce cycle times* and *Reduce production variability* principles of LPS enhanced the *Multi-user editing of a single discipline model* functionality of BIM, corroborating Explanations 20, 24, 33, and 56 in the interaction matrix.

**DISCUSSION**

The interactions that emerged from the two action research studies supported the hypotheses in Sacks et al. (2010a).

In every instance of interaction, LPS played an important role in reducing cycle times and production variability because it created an environment in which collaboration within and between design disciplines was heightened and commitments by the practitioners to maintaining smooth workflow were honoured.

The practitioners in this research had a clear understanding prior to starting a model of who would be using the model and how the model would be used throughout their project. They knew who would be building the model and whose expertise would be leveraged for that. They had clarity of what the deliverables would be at each stage of the project and what the desired workflow would be. They were also aware that BIM had the potential for greater communication, coordination and collaboration among the various design disciplines. However, as the project managers acknowledged at the end of the studies, in order to fully exploit this potential, they needed a collaborative planning technique like LPS to schedule tasks and control production.

In both building design projects, the BIM software packages were not used in an efficient way: the architects and engineers in both building design projects had BIM technicians creating their models for them from their sketches, and they kept moving
back and forth between 2D drawings extracted from the models created for them by BIM technicians, which did not help in reducing cycle times and production variability. For BIM to be used in a truly lean way, architects and engineers should work directly in 3D models and not keep moving back and forth between 2D drawings extracted from the models created for them by BIM technicians. As their level of sophistication increases with their use of BIM, the 3D models will become the actual design, visualization and coordination tools they were meant to be, and the 2D drawings will become less significant during the design development phase.

Managing the BIM process was a challenge for the BIM managers in the two building design projects, who had moved up the ranks in the AE firms over the years from CAD operators to BIM managers. They lacked the skills necessary to manage the virtual construction of a building, which are similar to those required for managing the actual construction of the building. They admitted that both understanding BIM technology and knowing how to manage the workflow from the various design disciplines were critical to successful coordination of the BIM process. BIM management “requires setting BIM standards, understanding constructability and construction sequence, evaluating chain supply data and vetting data that is submitted to be input into the model” (Thomsen, 2009: 53). Most importantly, it requires knowing how to synthesize this information from the various building design disciplines into an integrated model.

RESEARCH LIMITATIONS

Although PPC measures were collected over the two twelve-week periods of LPS WWPs implementation indicating improvements in workflow (see Figures 3 and 4) and although the design development phase in each project finished a few days ahead of schedule, it was difficult to determine whether the improvements and savings in time were due to the interactions between the lean principles and the BIM functionalities or due to the pull effect of LPS or due to the competence of the practitioners or due to a combination of all of these. While the results were positive and indicated the value of LPS-driven BIM process, further research is needed to more clearly determine the actual cause of the improvements.
CONCLUSIONS

The adoption of a lean technological approach like BIM without an adequate lean managerial approach like LPS to control it can lead to inefficiencies even when the technological approach is effective (Seppänen et al., 2010). The LPS WWPs provided the practitioners in the two building design projects with a systematic process of production planning and control that was focused on improving work flow reliability.
It allowed the last planners (the architects and engineers) to be in position each week to make reliable commitments and keep them. When they were able to do this, workflow became more reliable. With more predictable workflow, the two building design teams were able to make better decisions about resource allocation, scheduling and coordination. The system mandated that every practitioner had a voice with the responsibility to speak up, make and keep promises, and say no when it was required. The main significance of the findings lies in the positive experience the practitioners had with the LPS WWPs. This included recognition of the effect that the system had in encouraging well-informed decisions and negotiations between the practitioners regarding the coordination of tasks.
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